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About Us  
Founded in 2012, US Cabinet Depot has utilized technology, experience and a dedicated team to 
become one of the country’s leading distributors of RTA cabinetry.

Now with over 450,000 square feet of fully stocked warehouse space across the country, US Cabinet 
Depot is providing industry leading turn around times nationwide. We pride ourselves not only with a 
one of a kind online ordering system, but with our loyal customer service team. While headquartered 
just outside of Atlanta, GA, the recent addition of our new distribution center in Reno, NV, enables us to 
expand our availability and service to dealers throughout the U.S.

Our growth efforts are continually building far beyond warehousing.  With door style offerings that are 
on trend yet timeless, US Cabinet Depot has always been a dependable supplier. However, it is our 
close-nit customer relations that keeps us abreast of new concepts so we can develop new products 
every year to meet the expanding needs of our dealer base.



Charleston  Prime Series

The intricate styling of the Charleston series 
will bring a sophisticated atmosphere to any 
space. The traditional mitered door frames, 
beveled raised center panels, and hand
glazed details create a luxurious look at an 
affordable value. This full overlay door style 
features a medium Saddle stain, a vibrant 
Cherry stain, as well as an elegant Antique 
White paint.



Saddle Antique White Cherry

Available in:



Charleston Sadd le



Our 
molding accents the 
traditional Charleston 
Saddle style seamlessly 
with its delicate black 
hand glazing into the 
pillowed bevels.



Bringing sophisticated 
customization into a 
Charleston Antique White 
kitchen is easily done with 
any of our 
accessories.



Charleston Antique White



Charleston Cherry



With an open concept, 
the                      storage 
helps transcend the 
traditional barriers of the 
Charleston Cherry style to 
retrofit any home.
 



York  Prime Series

The York series infuses subtle classic details 
with contemporary designs. Capturing a 
recessed center panel with a simple beveled 
frame transitions the full overlay door into
any fashion seamlessly. This timeless and 
practical style is available in the popular 
Antique White painted door with a dark tan 
hand glazing or the Chocolate stain with 
a black hand glazing. 



Available in:

Antique White Chocolate



The elegant touch of a 
                     accessory can 
refine the transitional 
tailoring of the hand 
glazed York Antique White 
recessed panels into an 
instant classic.



York Antique White



York Chocolate



A simple                       with 
the rich York Chocolate 
matching interior upgrades 
even the most modest 
home design into a
 renewed level of style.



Shaker Prime Series

The clean style of the Shaker series creates 
a contemporary vibe for modern designs. 
Framing the flat recessed panel with sleek 
lines of the full overlay door creates an 
affordable chic finish. The Shaker series is 
available in a pure White paint, a transitional 
Grey paint or a classic Espresso stain.   



Available in:

Espresso Grey White



The contemporary lines of 
the Shaker Espresso profile 
can be personalized with 
our modern  
moldings for a fresh 
finishing touch.



Shaker Espresso



Shaker Gray



With our 
              in a matching door 
profile, the extra detailing 
paired with the lighter color 
brings both contrast and 
continuity to this Shaker 
Grey space.



The 
adds an inviting feel to the 
sharp aspect of Shaker 
White’s contemporary stiles 
and rails with its ability 
to open up any room.
 



Shaker White



Sonoma Professional Series

Without sacrificing attention to design or 
durability, the Sonoma series meets an 
economical expectation for residential 
or commercial designs. Create a modern 
appearance with the five piece constructed 
full overlay door in the neutral Spice or 
bold Mocha stain.  



Available in:

Mocha Spice



Sonoma Mocha



Even in our Sonoma Mocha 
builder line, accessorizing 
with an                      cabinet 
enables every customer 
the opportunity for a 
custom design.



Our                                       is 
a smart option allowing 
designers to show off 
Sonoma Spice’s brilliant 
natural colors while 
concealing lighting upgrades.
 



Sonoma Spice



1381 Capitol Court, Suite 200

Reno, NV 89502

1039 Northpoint Parkway

Acworth, GA 30102

844-660-9889

info@uscabinetdepot.com




